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Rilo Digital Planning provides engineering services with high technological and innovative content, directed at private clients and entities with the aim of analyzing and
enhancing the best technological solutions linked to the world of construction and
industry 4.0.

TECHNOLOGY
AND METHOD

COMPANY

PROFILE
Rilo Digital Planning was born in 2018 as an engineering and architectural
firm
characterized by a strong belief in technological innovation. The
approach methodology consider the use of digital tools as one of the
founding principles to face and solve technical and managerial problems of
traditional processes which involve both the design and management spheres.
The services provided affect the construction across disciplines, from the analytical
technical stages and economic evaluation up to design, construction and real estate
management. This is performed with the aim of analyzing and responding to needs of
sector in an integrated, resilient and innovative way, taking into account the most current
benchmarks of sustainability.
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Structured use of the most innovative digital
technologies and methodologies, involving
the sphere of design, construction and
facility management.

ENGINEERING
Design and construction management
services concerning system engineering and
building disciplines, through the widespread
and mature use of the BIM methodology for
control, verification and sharing with the
various stakeholders.

RESEARCH
Scientific publications and research projects
aimed at integration and marketing of
digital tools of industry 4.0 (AI, Virtual
Reality, Blockchain, ...) with the energy and
technical management of buildings.

SUSTAINABILITY
Proven experience in the certification activity according to most important international
protocols, such as LEED ® and WELL ®.
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METHODOLOGICAL

APPROACH
The holistic approach to design is the guidance system within the corporate logic. Each
area contributes to the creation of a project knowledge which makes multidisciplinarity
and global vision its strength with the aim of promoting innovative services, both
from a technological and content point of view, in environmental sustainability and
energy efficiency.

DEMAND
Connection with client,
receiving and anylizing
specific requests.

TEAM
COORDINATION
Analysis
and
requests
evaluation - Project team
alignment
with
client
needs.

WORK PLANNING
Identification of design
methodology, scan and
schedule of work phases.

EXPERTIES NETWORK
Project
development
through all its component,
thanks to multidisciplinary
cooperation.

MONITORING AND
MANAGEMENT
Monitoring activities and
task management in each
design phases.
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DIGITAL FOR REAL ESTATE

DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION

BUSINESS UNITS
SUSTAINABILITY

Rilo Digital Planning is structured into different business units strongly linked by the
use of digital solutions introduced by the industry 4.0.
Each business units consists of specialists both from a technical and management
perspective, to ensure a valid and safe result in its functional aspect and in communicative
capability, such as to fully respond to the needs of our clients.
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RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT
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DIGITAL FOR
REAL ESTATE

DIGITAL SOLUTION FOR REAL ESTATE SECTOR

The new generation of digital processes and tools for
Real Estate world in the facility and project management
areas.

DEMAND

TOOLS

The real estate management area is characterized
by a high degree of relational and technique
complexity. This is due to the dynamic co presence of different stakeholders and to the
continuous evolution of buildings status. These
conditions implicate specific communication
needs, checking, updating and data archiving
management.

Respons to these issues lies in the use of digital
tools that allow you to build customized
management processes and integrated in
a unambiguous structure. This is done using
custom digital tools and cloud platforms which
guarantee accessibility and control, also remotely,
through tablet, pc and smartphone.

PROCESSES

RESULTS

The methodology is realized by a first phase of
geometrical survey and technical analysis.
This turns into the implementation of a digital
twin enriched with all design, operation and
maintenance parameters.
This leads to Platform and analytical tools
programming, aimed at efficiency and
process control, tailored to client needs.

The entire digitalization process turns into
increase in efficiency and control within all
management areas, so to prevent errors due to
loss of information, documents or data of any kind.
The digital structure si developed for being used
with everyday tools, such as smartphone or tablet.
This includes custom targets for improvement and
economic savings both from direct and indirect
measures.

ADVANTAGES

TRANSPARENCY
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ACCESSIBILITY
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DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE, DIGITAL TOOLS, RESULTS CONTROL
Our vision
Rilo Digital Planning uses BIM methodology
as the steering approach at the service of
technical skills in the design and construction
process of each discipline and during each
phase of the building process.

MECHANICAL
SYSTEMS

Development

The company actively works flanking technical
engineering notions with potential of most
innovative digital tools. This leads to develop
new application processes aimed at guaranteeing
quality, speed, control and efficiency.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
of
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DIGITAL METHODOLOGY IN THE ENGINEERING WORLD
Rilo Digital Planning deals with the design of mechanical, electrical and building systems,
within various stages of design and construction, both as PM and CM.
The team combines technical skills and experience in the sector to mastery and
widespread use of the BIM methodology in each step, calibrating the work process
on regulatory requests and contingent needs.

CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
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BUILDING
INFORMATION
MODELING
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CONSTRUCTION
SIMULATION

of

digital

BIM
and

tool

for

of design process.
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ENERGY AND

SUSTAINABILITY

The company offers consultancy services for certification processes from the early stage
of design to construction site management, according to the most important international
rating systems.
The staff, composed by LEED AP BD + C and WELL AP accredited professionals, has the
credentials requested to meet the requirements of the most strict international regulation
mandatories, to support tender procedures and wellness implementation plan
within smart offices.

CERTIFICATION
PROTOCOLS
Rilo digital planning considers environmental, social and energy sustainability
issues as the founding concept of all engineering and architecture activities. Technical
awareness is a fundamental part of the professional vision within the corporate staff,
thanks to education and professional experiences developed in numerous processes of
certification according to the most important international protocols.
The technical analysis relating to the safeguard of resources allows to develop cuttingedge engineering and architectural configurations in terms of energy efficiency and
savings. Design choices are analyzed and documented through digital methodologies
which include building energy simulations already in the early stages of technical and
economic evaluation.
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Consulting and support for the certification
process both in the design phase and in
the construction phase as technical site
management.

ANALYSIS AND
DIAGNOSTIC
Technical and economic analysis of building
energy behaviour related to possible
activities aimed at energy savings.

ENERGY
SIMULATION
Energy behavior predictions dynamic
simulated on digital models in the most
suitable degree of study.

ENERGY
IMPROVEMENT
Engineering and architectural development
for building restoration aimed at energy efficiency and regulatory compliance.
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ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

BLOCKCHAIN AND IOT

How data analysis leads computers
to develop experience and process
awareness.

The use of calculation algorithms applied to big
data allows you to create learning methodologies
which lead to the development of predictive
analysis. This procedure is capable of intercepting
trends and various problems with an advance
fundamental to resolution without consequences.

Information and data exchange in
the wired today’s world.
The fundamental role that the internet plays
in today’s society leads to consider the urban
and professional interaction systems from a
different perspective. The blockchain concept led
to configuration of a new controlled and coded
approach to exchange data and products among
various stakeholders in the building process.

PREDICTIVE
MAINTENANCE

VIRTUAL REALITY
The figuration of a simulated reality
trusted and remotely accessible.

Predictive calculation algorithms to
ensure maximum functionality and
maintainability.

Usage of immsersive technologies for visualization
of virtual spaces brings to a new panorama in
architecture and engineering. This is enhanced
both for accessibility to remote environments
aimed at analysis and fruition processes, both for
evaluation of the designed space and processes
construction or maintenance.

Data collection related to mechanical equipment
functioning allows analysis and building of usage
profiles, in order to be able to identify, on specific
monitoring KPIs, reference values to anticipate
potential malfunction, breakage and discomfort
situations.

EVENTS AND
CONFERENCES
Sharing and attendance in most
important meetings of the AECO
world.
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INNOVATION AND
TECHNOLOGY
The personal and
professional challenge in a

SCIENTIFIC PAPERS

Rilo Digital Planning strongly believes in knowhow sharing, as an intellectual growth strategy
and commercial development tool. The company
regularly take parts in events and conferences
both on nationally and international scale.
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RESEARCH
&
DEVELOPMENT

Research and publication of the
experties developed in main
scientific channels.

Validation and publication of developed results
is a fundamental step of the research process.
Rilo Digital Planning promotes the study and
production of several papers on national and
international magazines.

www.rilodp.com

Rilo Digital Planning invests about 15%
of resources every year in research
and development, in order to study new
methodologies able to take advantage from the
most advanced digital tools in the real estate
context. Topics range from computational analysis
tools and statistical data processing in BIM models,
up to the installation of sensors connected with
dynamic monitoring and regulation systems,
aimed at the development of custom solutions

continuous research activity
about methods to improve
what we conventionally
know today.
for real estate management to guarantee
energy savings and process automation.
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SCIENTIFIC WORK
EDUCATION

Changing Cities IV: Spazial, Design, Landscape and socioeconomic dimensions

“The development of smart cities: analysis of the interactions among the economic, sustainability and resilience components in the
new technological framework”
Creta

51th AiCARR International Conference Venice 2019

The human dimension of building energy performance “AI applications in the building process”
Venezia

BUILT - building technology

Teaching activities in BIM course (80h) supported by the Region, at CEFME-CTP in Rome, aimed at the introduction of Building
Information Modeling in the construction process and the use of Revit software, addressed to managers and public employees.
Professors: Damiano Di Ciaccio, Sara Ambrosio

RE+Build Italia

“Technology 4.0 and Real Estate market sustainability”
Milan

BIM - Digital building process

3D Modeling & BIM Workshop - Data Modeling & Management for AECO Industry

Professors: Damiano Di Ciaccio, Sara Ambrosio

Conference Room Session at Ance Roma – ACER

Teaching activities in BIM course (200h) supported by the Region, at CEFME-CTP in Rome, aimed at the introduction of Building
Information Modeling in the construction process and the use of Revit software, addressed to professionals and students.

“From sheets to model: innovative approaches for the facility and maintenance management”
Faculty of Architecture Valle Giulia, University La Sapienza – Rome

BIM Process applicability to traditional MEP design

“Building Information Modeling and digital design”
Rome

Professor: Damiano Di Ciaccio

PAPERS AND PUBBLICATIONS

Attendance in university research at La Sapienza, University of Rome, and holding seminars regarding the potential of the BIM
process.

BIM and MEP Design course

Teaching in an academic module of M.Sc. Building Engineering-Architecture M at the Sapienza University of Rome, concerning MEP
systems design in the BIM environment.
Professor: Damiano Di Ciaccio

System design and BIM process for an integrated project course

Training event for experts interested in BIM design with accreditation of professional credits for Engineers ed Architects (CFP), at
CEFME-CTP in Rome.
Professors: Damiano Di Ciaccio, Sara Ambrosio

2nd degree M.Sc. – BIM Management and sustainable construction – industry 4.0
Teaching activity within M.Sc. at UniCal (Università della Calabria):
• BIM Parametric techniques and computational design
• BIM software lab.
Professors: Damiano Di Ciaccio, Sara Ambrosio

Study Guide: Building Information Modeling: methodology and practice introduction
Authors: Sara Ambrosio, Damiano Di Ciaccio, Francesco Rossini
Publishing house: EPC Editore

From sheets to model: innovative approaches for the facility and maintenance management
Authors: Damiano Di Ciaccio, Edoardo Maroder, Francesco Rossini

AI Application in the Building Process (http://www.rilodp.com/ai-applications-in-the-building-process/)
Authors: Damiano Di Ciaccio, Edoardo Maroder, Sara Ambrosio, Agostino Di Ciaccio
The development of smart cities (http://www.rilodp.com/development-smart-cities/)
Analysis of the interactions among the economic, sustainability and resilience components in the new technological framework
Authors: D. Di Ciaccio, C. Galimberti, A. Di Ciaccio, E. Maroder
Highlighting critical path by section in Revit using Dynamo

(LinkedIN: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/

highlighting-critical-path-section-revit-using-dynamo-di-ciaccio/)
Author: D. Di Ciaccio

Dynamo and antifire design in Revit model

CONFERENCES

revit-model-damiano-di-ciaccio-1/)
Authors: D. Di Ciaccio, E. Maroder

Chairman at Digital&BIM Italia - international conference

Authors: D. Di Ciaccio, E. Maroder

Bologna

programming-bim-leed-implementing-data-di-ciaccio/)
Implementing design data to streamline the process.
Authors: D. Di Ciaccio, E. Maroder

Dynamo and Antifire module

“BIM and Computational Design for Fire Safety Engineering - standard or unique methods”

Chairman at Data Driven Innovation 2019
“Industry 4.0, IoT and Artificial Intelligence”

(LinkedIN: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/dynamo-antifire-design-

(LinkedIN: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/dynamo-antifire-module-damiano-di-ciaccio/)

Dynamo visual programming - BIM and LEED (LinkedIN: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/dynamo-visual-

Università di Roma Tre
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WHY US

OUR GROWING
ACHIEVEMENTS

IDEAS

320 K
DIGITIZED
PROPERTIES

62 K
SQM DIGITALLY
MANAGED

10,5 MLN
CONSTRUCTION
COST OF DESIGN
ACTIVITIES
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The Chamber of Commerce of Rome
has been, indeed, the first public
institution to use digital tools specially
developed for integrated management of
programmed and reactive maintenance
for all its assets.

DEVELOPMENT

Rilo Digital Planning is a company that brings together know-how and innovation with energy
and the determination of the whole staff made up of young professionals.
Technical, relational and communicative skills are the fundamental part of the work
ecosystem constantly growing and resilient, capable of incubating innovative ideas and
expressing at best the potential of individuals and the team togheter.

OUR VALUES

QUALITY

Rilo Digital Planning boasts the
first
application
in
italian
Public
Administration
about
digitalization
of
maintenance
process in real estate assets.

VALUE

EFFICIENCY

GROWTH

RESILIENCE

SHARING

WE ARE ALWAYS READY FOR

PROFESSIONAL
CHALLENGES

INNOVATIVE
SOLUTION

RESEARCH
ACTIVITY

SOCIAL
INITIATIVES
21
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INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

MEP DESIGN

Activities:
•
•
•
•

26

Mechanical system design
Electrical system design
Plumbing and Drainage system design
Plant design
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Surface: 730 sqm
Location: Undisclosed
Customer: Neosia S.p.A.

Schematic and detailed design of MEP systems for industrial building. Areas include
specific industrial type environments, such as laboratories, control rooms and civil spaces.
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OFFICE BUILDING

MEP DESIGN

Activities:
•
•
•
•
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Mechanical system design
Electrical system design
Plumbing and Drainage system design
Plant design
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Surface: 325 sqm
Location: Sardegna
Customer: Neosia S.p.A.

Schematic and detailed design of MEP systems for office building at service of industrial
areas. Activity involves all civil-type spaces.
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BUILDING A - MILANOFIORI (ASSAGO)

ARCHITECTURE AND MEP DESIGN

Activities:
•
•
•
•
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Architectural design
Mechanical system design
Electrical system design
Plumbing and Drainage system design
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Surface: 4500 sqm
Location: Assago (MI)
Customer: Yard Group S.p.A.

Schematic and detailed architectural and MEP design aimed at the Core & Shell
renovation of the 1st and 2nd floors of Palazzo A in viale Milanofiori (Assago).
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ARCHITECTURE AND MEP DESIGN

BARDANZELLU 8
Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
32

Final and detailed design - Mechanical and Plumbing systems
Surface: 2000 sqm
Final and detailed design - Electrical systems
Location: Rome
Final and detailed design - Architecture
Customer: Italia Costruzioni
Site Management
As-built BIM
Rilo | Digital Planning
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Final and detailed design - MEP and Architecture restoration in building for office use in
Rome, Via Bardanzellu 8.
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HOSPITALITY INSTITUTE

DIGITAL FOR REAL ESTATE

Activities:
•
•
•
•
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Due Diligence
Laser Scanner survey
BIM modeling
Parameters definition and completion
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Surface: 6.500 sqm
Location: Siracusa
Customer: Private

BIM model realization of decomissioned Hospitality Institute building in the province of
Syracuse. The modeling was developed based on the point cloud obtained from survey carried
out with 3D Laser Scanner.
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OCEANO INDIANO AVENUE – BUSINESS CENTER
OF CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ROME
Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
36

Photogrammetric survey
Digital archive development
BIM modeling
Cloud management platform configuration
Digital tools for maintenance process
Rilo | Digital Planning
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Suurface: 11.000 sqm
Location: Rome
Customer: Chamber of Commerce
Rome

DIGITAL FOR REAL ESTATE
BIM restitution of the office building, aimed at integration on a digital platform for IT management of the maintenance process. Coordination and training activities for the use of digital
tools. Definition of preventive and reactive maintenance parameters and workflow.
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VIA DE BURRÒ – HISTORICAL BUSINESS CENTER OF
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ROME
Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
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Laser scanner survey
Digital archive development
BIM modeling
Cloud management platform configuration
Digital tools for maintenance process
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Surface: 12.000 smq
Location: Rome
Customer: Chamber of Commerce
Rome

DIGITAL FOR REAL ESTATE
BIM restitution of the office building, aimed at integration on a digital platform for IT
management of the maintenance process. Coordination and training activities for the use of
digital tools. Definition of preventive and reactive maintenance parameters and workflow.
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PARCEL 1 – EMILIA ROMAGNA STATE PROPERTY
AGENCY – BARRACKS (MEDICINA)
Activities:
•
•
•
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Laser scanner survey
BIM modelling
Parameters definition and completion
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Surface: 814 sqm
Location: Medicina (BO)
Customer: Emilia Romagna State
Property Agency

DIGITAL FOR REAL ESTATE
Award of national tender for the digital implementation through the BIM methodology of
the state-owned properties, aimed at technical survey and energy-structural restoration.
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PARCEL 1 – EMILIA ROMAGNA STATE PROPERTY
AGENCY - BARRACKS AND HOUSING (SASSUOLO)
Activities:
•
•
•
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Laser scanner survey
BIM modelling
Parameters definition and completion
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Surface: 3500 sqm
Location: Sassuolo (MO)
Customer: Emilia Romagna State
Property Agency

DIGITAL FOR REAL ESTATE
Award of national tender for the digital implementation through the BIM methodology
of the state-owned properties, aimed at technical survey and energy-structural restoration.
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DIGITAL FOR REAL ESTATE

ROSMINI PRIMARY SCHOOL
Activities:
•
•

BIM restitution of school building, through the creation of architectural and structural model
of the entire property. The modelling activities was based on cad basis.

BIM modelling
Parameters definition and completion
Surface: 18500 sqm
Location: Rome
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DIGITAL FOR REAL ESTATE

HISTORIC VILLA RENOVATION
Activities:
•
•
•
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BIM modelling ante-operam
BIM modelling post-operam
Construction simulation

Rilo | Digital Planning

Surface: 18500 sqm
Location: Florence
Customer: Private

www.rilodp.com

BIM modelling and analysis of and old Villa in Tuscany, related to ante-operam and post-operam
condition performing construction simulation.
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OFFICE BUILDING

LEED CERTIFICATION

Activities:
•
•

LEED Supervision and works management aimed at achieving Silver grade certification.
Management of the entire certification process, through all the design phases and construction.

LEED Assessment
LEED Administration
Surface: 4250 sqm
Location: Milan
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NEST BUSINESS CENTER - SEGRATE

LEED CERTIFICATION

Activities:
•

LEED Construction management

LEED construction management, accounting activity, drafting documentation and submission
for achievement Platinum degree certification.

Surface: 21.000 sqm
Location: Segrate (MI)
Customer: HTR Bonifiche S.r.l.
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LEED CERTIFICATION

HOTEL CURSULA
Activities:
•
•

Leed Administration
Leed Site Manager

Demolition and construction post-earthquake - Building for hotel use pursuing LEED V.4
BD+C Hospitality certification. Target: Silver

Surface: 2600 sqm
Location: Cascia (PG)
Customer: Cifolelli Edilizia
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BERNINA 7

LEED CERTIFICATION

Activities:
•

LEED Construction Site Manager

Strip-out and remediation activities - Building for office use pursuing LEED V.4 BD+C C&S.
Target: Platinum.

Surface: 26.749 sqm
Location: Milan
Customer: HTR Bonifiche
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ED.G.E.

WIREDSCORE CERTIFICATION

Activities:
•

Wiredscore Certification

Strip-out and major renovation - Buildinf for office use pursuing WiredScore certification.
Target: Gold

Surface: 22.600 sqm
Location: Milan
Customer: Antirion sgr
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info@rilodp.it

@rilo_dp
@rilodigitalplanning
www.linkedin.com/company/rilo-digital-planning
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